A PARK FOR
FLORAL FARMS
TOGETHER WE CAN
MOVE MOUNTAINS
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COMMUNITY
DESIGN
VALUE
SOCIAL JUSTICE
RESILIENCE
CONNECTION
IMPACT
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A VIBRANT,
DIVERSE
AGRICULTURAL
COMMUNITY

Who is Floral Farms?
Named after the flower nurseries and farm life that
have dotted the area since the 1920s, Floral Farms is a
thriving residential neighborhood in the southernmost
part of Dallas. A destination for families of all
backgrounds looking to raise their families in an idyllic
rural setting in close proximity to the city, Floral Farms
is a vibrant and diverse multi-generational community.
The neighborhood’s agricultural roots are evident –
horses, goats, sheep, and chicken roam the front yards
of this close-knit community of new families and those
who have lived for several generations in the area.
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AND THEN THE
DUMPING BEGAN
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In 2018, decades of
discriminatory zoning and
lack of code enforcement
culminated in what would
become the infamous
‘Shingle Mountain’.
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THE SITE
ACCUMULATED
OVER 100,000
TONS OF
SHINGLES
In the Shadow of a Mountain
In 2018, Blue Star Recycling began to use Floral Farms as a
dumping ground. Shingles were illegally piled and grinded in
a lot adjacent to the backyards and homes of residents. Within
a year, the pile became a mountain over 6 stories high, spilling
into residents’ backyards and a nearby creek. Residents began
struggling to breathe due to the fiberglass and particulate matter
from the shingles.
Shingle Mountain wasn’t the exception- it was the rule. Years of
discriminatory zoning practices that perpetuated environmental
racism and housing inequality could only ever have one outcome:
disaster. In the 1980s, the city of Dallas rezoned Floral Farms
for industrial use, opening up the neighborhood to toxic heavy
industry right next to neighbors’ homes. Pastures where parents
taught their kids to ride horses became dumping grounds.
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Residents began struggling
to breathe due to the
fiberglass and particulate
matter from the shingles.
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In February 2021, Shingle Mountain
was finally no more. After 9,098 total
trips, the city removed 154,396 tons
of shingles.

TOGETHER
WE CAN
MOVE
MOUNTAINS
Floral Farms decided enough was enough and formed a neighborhood association
called Neighbors United (Vecinos Unidos) in order to address Shingle Mountain.
Working closely with local advocacy groups, the neighbors of Floral Farms developed
a neighborhood plan and began to build a case to remove Shingle Mountain, as
well as a neighborhood-led plan to protect Floral Farms from future industrial
encroachment and environmental threats.
After three years of advocacy and a long legal battle, the city of Dallas finally began
clearing the shingles in December 2020, and the cleanup was completed on February
26th, 2021. Finally, neighbors could begin to breathe again. But it soon became clear
that moving the mountain was just the first step.

A Unified Voice for Cleanup.
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RECLAIMING
THEIR IDENTITY
AS A
NEIGHBORHOOD

“We aren’t designing a park for the community, we are
designing a park with the community”
- Erin Peavey, Architect, HKS, Inc.

In order to bring life to the neighbors’ vision of a park, HKS Architects, a global design
firm based in Dallas, stepped up to the plate through their pro-bono arm, Citizen HKS.
Before pen touched paper, the design team hosted multiple bilingual community
engagement session to hear what neighbors envisioned the park would look like.
Through group discussions, round table conversations, and even interactive play
activities, the architects worked with the community to understand their needs. Above
all, it was important that the design reflected the neighborhood.
Over a few months and through additional conversations with the leaders of
Neighbors United, the design team began to give form to the vision that Floral Farms
neighbors had been dreaming up for years. In a second engagement session, three
schemes were presented so that neighbors could discuss what they liked or would
change about each one. The team then combined the schemes into one final design
that reflected the neighbors’ comments.

On October 21st, the final design was revealed
at a public celebration.
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Why a Park – Removing the mountain doesn’t erase the damage that Shingle
Mountain caused. Building a park is a chance to right a wrong done to the residents
and the environment. The neighbors deserve a clean and safe place to gather.

+ Kids should be able to play without fear of trucks or
asthma attacks
+ Parents should be able to enjoy quality time with their
kids in public places
+ Seniors should be able to socialize independently in
communal places
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A NATIONAL
DISGRACE
WILL BECOME
A NATIONAL
MODEL FOR
JUSTICE

Why not stop at removing
the mountain?
The story of Floral Farms is a story of reclamation. It’s not just
about the reclamation of an illegal dumping site where a mountain
of shingles grew to be six stories tall – it’s about reclaiming the
identity of a vibrant neighborhood that came to be known as
“where Shingle Mountain is.” The neighborhood needs a place of
togetherness, a place of healing, and a place that reclaims what
was never lost, but hidden in the shadows of the mountain. The
neighbors envision this place to be a community park, which
will serve as a gathering space for the neighbors as well as a
welcoming icon for residents across the city that symbolizes the
restoration of Floral Farms to its agricultural roots.
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Entry to Floral Farms Park
Rendering by HKS
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The Neighbors’ Vision
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field, walking trails, shade, seating, and a garden reminiscent of Floral Farms’
foundations topped the list.
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On the intangible list, four words rose to the top – discovery, reflection,

5

decompression, and identity. The adults want to decompress after a long
shift at work while their children discover and play. They want to reflect and
remember the park’s history, while reclaiming the identity of Floral Farms to
chart a new path forward.
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neighbors’ comments into a list of tangible and abstract community needs. On
the tangible side were common elements of a neighborhood park—a soccer
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At the first community engagement session, the designers synthesized the

SITE PLAN KEY
1. Phase 1 Entrance 

11. Exercise Stations

2. Splash Pad

12. Basketball Court 

3. Playground

13. Tier Seating

4. Multipurpose Grass Field 

14. Bridge From Easement

5. Community Garden

15. Future Bridge To Phase 2

6. Restrooms

16. Future Entrance To Phase 2

7. Community Center

17. Future Horse Barn

8. Food Truck Park 

18. Future Horse Pen And Trails 

9. Symbolic Mountain

19. Future horse therapy building 

10. Ribbon + Path
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Ribbon of Play
The primary feature of Floral Farms Park is a

soccer game, or children will roll down the berm

vibrant path which winds through the site to

with their friends for fun. The first phase of the

create one continuous trail. As a ribbon of play

park is a four-acre site south of the creek with two

and exploration, around each bend there are new

entrances. Off Central Expressway, there will be

sites to be discovered – playful hills, swing sets,

a slip road with parking which creates a buffer

sports fields, or a bench to rest your feet. Upon

between the park and Central Expressway. The

walking into the park, an arched entryway frames

utility easement to the west of the site is well used

a large berm in the distance in the center of the

by the community as a pedestrian pathway for

park. This marks a transition worth celebrating --

recreation and horseriding. With this in mind, there

the symbolic replacement of shingle mountain to

will be an additional entrance for approaching the

a more natural, small hill. People will sit to watch a

park from the easement.
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Path at Floral Farms Park
Rendering by HKS
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INVESTING IN A
BIGGER PICTURE
OF THE CITY
OF DALLAS

DOWNTOWN
DALLAS

STEVENS
PARK

A Neighborhood Park
with a Regional Impact

KESSLER
PARK
BISHOP
ART’S DISTRICT

OAK CLIFF
The park is a piece of the Floral Farms Neighborhood-led use plan, which was

BONTON

PIEDMONT
ADDITION

SOUTHERN
GATEWAY
PARK

PLEASANT
GROVE

developed by the 150 residents of Floral Farms in 2018. This plan, which is the
first bilingual neighborhood-led use plan in the city of Dallas, seeks to rezone the
neighborhood to reflect its residential and agricultural origins and remove industrial
zoning uses from the neighborhood, which will prevent another Shingle Mountain
from ever happening again. The Floral Farms plan protects the neighborhood’s
uniquely agricultural way of life and focuses on safety, health, and well-being.
Current city initiatives like the ForwardDallas Comprehensive Land Use Plan and
the current rezoning process have shown the city is committed to improving the
community of Floral Farms as part of a larger investment in righting past injustices in
order to make the city a happier and healthier place for all.

WYNNEWOOD
OAK CLIFF
NATURE
PRESERVE

BOULDER
PARK
TRAIL

BALCH
SPRINGS

JOPPA
CEDAR CREST

KIEST
PARK

FIVE-MILE-CREEK

FLORAL
FARMS
PARK

Floral Farms Park is poised to connect with Dallas’s regional parks and trails
network, allowing it to serve residents across southern Dallas and become
a destination within the city.
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WOLF CREEK

HIGHLAND
HILLS

HUTCHINS
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Shingles
Pile Up

Fight for
Justice

Shingles
Come Down

Building
a Team

Marsha Jackson and
Genaro Viniegra Jr.
form Neighbors United/
Vecinos Unidos for
Floral Farms to seek
environmental justice
for the neighborhood.

Clean up of Shingle

Citizen HKS and
Dallas Regional
Chamber join
the team of
park allies.

Shingles begin to
pile up, and residents
become ill. Little David
is hospitalized.
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Mountain is completed.

City Acquires
Land

The City of Dallas voted
to acquire the Former
Shingle Mountain site.

DEC 2021

NOV 2021

OCT 2021

MAY 2021

JUN 2021

FEB 2021

FEB 2021

Late 2018

Early 2018

HOW FAR WE’VE COME

Design
Kick-off

Design
Reveal

Wins GDCP
Award

HKS hosts first
community
engagement session
to kick-off park design
process. Additional
sessions occur over
the next few months.

The Final Park
Concept Design
is revealed in a
neighborhood
celebration.

Park for Floral
Farms design
earns the Unbuilt
Dream Award
from Greater
Dallas City
Planning Council.

Mayor’s
Priorities

Improving the
neighborhood of
Floral Farms makes
Mayor Eric Johnson’s
priority list for 2022.
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RE-ZONING

LOOKING
FORWARD

While current zoning does not prohibit the land being
utilized as a park, re-zoning the site will reinforce the
city’s commitment to Floral Farms and southern Dallas
by ensuring the land cannot revert back to industrial
uses and activities in the future.
It is also imperative that the neighborhood zoning is
restored to its original residential and agricultural uses
to prevent future Shingle Mountains from occurring
on other properties.

CONSTRUCTION
Design: A team of consultants will be engaged to
refine the park’s concept design. This will allow the
design team to leverage sustainable solutions such
as water treatment, recycled materials, and lowmaintenance natural planting in order to fully reclaim
the site for environmental justice.
Build: Initial construction will focus on an approach
that leverages community partners and local builders
as part of the process. Special consideration will be
given to how the construction facilitates reclaiming
the land as a place of healing.

REMEDIATION
While the shingles are gone, their impact remains. An
environmental impact assessment showed that the
site has lead concentrations that are more than 3x the
legal residential standard.
The design team of HKS, SWA, and McCarthy are
working to pursue sustainable and cost-effective
approaches such as phytoremediation to help clean
the site.
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IT TAKES A
VILLAGE
AND WE
LOVE OURS
Whether its financial support, in-kind
donations, volunteer hours or just your input
on strategy, we want to work with you.
Partner
A Partner is a person or a group involved in
managing and leading this endeavor.

Supporter
A Supporter is an organization or individual interested
in being involved and mostly will contribute as
resources become available to meet the various needs.

Sponsor
A Sponsor provides financial or in-kind
donations to make the park possible.
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CONTACT:

donate@floralfarmsneighborsunited.com
DONATE:

The Dallas Stars are honored to partner with Neighbors
United and other community leaders to help make The
Park for Floral Farms dream a reality. All funds raised will
go towards the creation and building of the park.

FLORAL FARMS
INVEST IN
OUR FUTURE
+ A chance to right a wrong done to the
residents and the environment

Photography Credits: Shirley Che Photography,
Elizabeth Lavin Photohraphy, Dallas Morning News,
Neighbor’s United, HKS, Inc.
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+ An opportunity to uplift the history and
culture of a diverse neighborhood
+ A win-win for trail way connectivity projects
in Oak Cliff and the Trinity River
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